
           

BB2L NOVEMBER ROSC MEETING AGENDA 

 

Call to Order by Apostle Carl White  

Date: November 15, 2023  

Time: 9:30 am – 11:30 am  

Location: Lights of Zion Ministries 

Attendance: Please see attachment For Attendance  

 

 

MEETING AGENDA  

Overview of ROSC – Pastor Steve Jones 

 

Introduction of Guest Speaker – Pastor Steve Jones 

Guest Speaker- Bryant Wynne, Sandy Mays 
 

 

Understanding Recovery from Addiction 
 

Announcements & Upcoming Events……Apostle Carl White  

Closeout………. Pastor William Jenkins 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 



           

 
Meeting Minutes:  

Meeting called to order by Apostle Carl White 

Pastor Jones gave a brief overview of: Recovery-Oriented Systems of Care (ROSC), 

explaining how individuals in their journey of recovery and promoting their overall well-being 

represents a shift from the traditional acute-care model to a more holistic, person-centered 

approach. Pastor Jones re-emphasized the main principles of a ROSC including Person 

Centered approach, Holistic approach, Hope and Empowerment, Collaboration and 

Cooperation, and Cultural Competence. 

Topic Discussion 

Today’s meeting topic was Understanding Recovery from Addiction. Bryant Wynne started 

off the discussion with a powerful recant of his own history with addiction. He shared how his 

low self-esteem and lack of identity led him to using drugs as an outlet. He had to hit his 

version of rock bottom before he reached out for help. He was able to get that help and 

support from church. He began his healing journey with God in the forefront and though it’s 

a daily struggle he has not regretted his change of life for one second. Sandy Mays spoke 

on how his life started off with the exact opposite. He was strongly rooted and grounded in 

church but the pressures of life weighed on him heavily and he was searching for outlets. He 

found himself down a dark path and found the light in a private encounter with God. He has 

been sober for 2 ½ half years and is hyper focused on helping others. Pastor Jones then 

opened the floor for a Q&A, where many guests were able to ask questions and share their 

own experiences. 

 

 

Upcoming Events Included:  

BB2L Meeting: 12/20/23, ROSC  

Black and White Gala 

Toy Drive 

Each Person was asked to complete our online survey  

Meeting Adjourned by Pastor William Jenkins

 


